**IADT Winners and commended**

**Grand Prix winner:** Shauna Buckley

**Category Winners**

**Animation:** Ciara Wade *The lollipop Man - Title Sequence*

**Design Research:** Emer Brennan. *I’m Coming Out.: The expression of queer identity through Irish nightclub flyers, 1980s.2000s*

**Transdisciplinary:** Stephanie Connolly *Little Talks*

**Brand Identity:** Stephanie Connolly *Little Talks*

**Design for Digital:** Ruairí Crawley *Idir: The Future of Digital Healthcare*

**Packaging** Stephanie Connolly *Little Talks*

**Printed material** Kayleigh McCarthy *La Finta Giardiniera Opera Programme & Poster*

**Typography** Shauna Buckley *No Place Good Place*

**Commended**

**Design Research** Shauna Buckley *The Death of the Real . Simulations of Reality and the Human Condition*

**Digital Design:** UX/UI Ruby Corcoran *Terms and conditions*

**Exhibition** Susannah O'huadhaigh *#NOMEANS*

**Brand Identity** Shauna Buckley *Irish Beef . Bord Bia*

**Design for Digital** Liam Hamill *Terminal_01*

**Packaging** Ruby Corcoran *The Humble Oyster. Packaging Design*

**Printed Book** Shauna Buckley *No Place Good Place*

**Printed material** Kayleigh McCarthy *La Finta. Catalogue Design. Printed matter*

**Printed material** Stephen Kenny *Homeless not voiceless*

**Illustration** Stephanie Connolly *Little Talks*

**Typography** Kayleigh McCarthy *La Finta Giardiniera Opera Programme & Poster*

**Universal Design** Stephen Kenny *Homeless not voiceless*

**NCAD Winners and commended.**

**Winners**

**Textiles** Nicola Hutchinson *A Numbers Game*
Printed Book Keilah Cass Transcendence of a Star
Illustration Gavin Connell Don’t Drink the Kool-Aid
Commended
Design - Clothing Niamh Flynn NCAD Design with Purpose - Transformable Clothing’
Digital Design: UX/UI Mark Ennis Trails
Product Design Social: Mark Ennis (Lead Designer) Fiona Finegan (Designer) Ciara Reid (Designer) Maverick Andaloc (Designer)
Product Design Social Rachel Marsden Death Wishes
Transdisciplinary Niamh Flynn Fashion & Product Design ‘Design with Purpose - Transformable Clothing’
Printed Book Sam Kay, One Bite One Bird

DIT Winners and commended

Winners
Architecture Greta Usaite, ICU Productions
Exhibition Karla McMahon, Social Fusion Coloured Tapestry
Furniture Stuart Hayes, Contemporary Heirlooms
Product design consumer Evan Stuart Layer : Modular, customisable, sustainable casual footwear

Universal Design Olivia Holbrook, Noa

Commended

Animation Alison O’Leary-Fitzpatrick Wilhelmina Grange: Young and a Menace
Design Research Declan Behan Toponomic Typography and National Identity: An analysis into the portrayal of national identity on the street signage of Bratislava
Interiors Greta Usaite ICU Productions
Arup Award Ian Kavanagh, A Technical Investigation of Retrofitting an Existing D2BER rated domestic dwelling to meet NZEB Standards
Furniture Dominika Walus Transformation
Product design medical Fergal Cassidy OptiFlex
Design for Digital Eoghan Shanley DIT Graduate Exhibition 2018 Website
Illustration Alison O’Leary Fitzpatrick Bodies: an illustrated anthology
Typography Christine Akinrinde Moon Bound
Typography Declan Behan Athraitheach
Universal Design: Alison O’Leary Fitzpatrick Dublin Bus Mapping project

CIT Winners and commended

Winners
Interiors Michael Fitton "AlterEd" Makerspace / Fablab
Product design medical Muireann Hickey - StrydeTech team leader, Cian O'Leary Kevin Hayes co-designers StrydeTech

Commended
Illustration Alannah Calvert, Galzine.

GCD Winners and commended

Winners
Arup Award Dawn Bradfield, The Chocolate Factory Reimagined
Commended
Architecture Robert Jurkovic Noah’s Ark - Hostel for Homeless Women and Children
Universal Design: Ellen Eriksen Fight Centre

LSAD Winners and commended

Winners
Design - Clothing Anna O'Doherty Discord
Commended
Textiles Sinead Foley Dynamic

UL Winners and commended

Winners
Digital Design: UX/UI Ciaran Trotman _ra: Exploration into Mixed Reality Interaction Design
Commended
Product design consumer Jordan Kelly IGNAUTICA - Underwater Search and Recovery System

DID Winners and commended

Winners
Product Design Social Tatiana Macari Core Mobile Application
Commended
Typography Aideen O’Neill the irish woman’s place
LYIT Winners and commended
Winners
Printed Book James Hennigan Hiberno-English: How the Irish speak English

University of Ulster Winners and commended
Winners
Handmade Product. Egle Banyte, Curious Constructions